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BACKGROUND: ESTONIA AND ESTONIAN IN 
THE 19TH CENTURY
• While in Western Europe the period from the French 

Revolution to World War I is regarded as the long 
19th century − the time of the development of na-
tionalism and the modernization of society (see 
e.g. Hobsbawm 1990), in the countries forming the 
western part of Czarist Russia similar developments 
emerged a bit later, from the beginning of the 19th 
century. 

• The territory of modern Estonia entered the 19th 
century as a class society, where the upper class 
was formed by Baltic Germans and the lower class 
consisted of Estonian peasants. 

• The Estonian national awakening began, a national 
intelligentsia emerged, and the Estonian language 
gradually acquired a higher status in society.

• The linguistic situation in Estonia was character-
ized by double diglossia (cf. Nordlund 2007). Both 
German and Estonian were used, but there were 
also distinct varieties of Estonian: standard writ-
ten Estonian and spoken vernacular Estonian – the 
first being the prestigious variety (the H-variety, 
see e.g. Rutten 2016), the second associated with 
lower status (the L-variety).

• The written Estonian of the beginning of the 19th 
century (and previous centuries), being an L2 of 
its (native German-speaking) users, was a type of 
collective interlanguage (Metslang, Habicht 2019). 

• During the 19th century, the H-variety underwent 
substantial changes, which we chart in our study.

RESEARCH QUESTION
What variation can be observed in (morpho)syntactic 
features in Estonian texts over the course of the 19th 

century, and how does the variation reflect changes 
in the societal and sociolinguistic situation?

HYPOTHESES
1) The written Estonian in the middle of the 19th cen-

tury can be seen as an amalgam (L3), where L1 
speakers adopted interlanguage features used by 
L2 speakers (cf. Thomason 2001); 

2)  From the last decades of the 19th century, the inter-
language features of the written language became 
less prominent, and L1 features used by native Es-
tonians gradually gained greater influence.

METHOD
• Our study is usage-based and relies on the frame-

work of historical sociolinguistics. 

• We compare the usage of characteristic indicator 
features in written Estonian, on the basis of influen-
tial authors from different parts of the 19th century. 

• For background, we also look at the usage of anal-
ogous features in German text from the same time 
period and in present-day Estonian texts.

MATERIAL
1) Texts characterising socioperiods of Estonian 
language in 19th century: 

a) German-influenced interlanguage period (17th 

century – mid-19th century)
• early 19th century L2 Estonian (Johann Wilhelm 

Ludwig von Luce, didactic fiction book Sarema 
Jutto ramat I 1807)

b) hypothezised amalgam-period (mid-19th century 
– end of 19th century)
• 19th century L1 Estonian (Friedrich Reinhold 

Kreutzwald, didactic book Sippelgas I 1843) 
• 19th century L1 Estonian (Friedrich Reinhold 

Kreutzwald, didactic book Sippelgas II 1861)
• 19th century L1 Estonian (Carl Robert Jakobson, 

popular-didactic book Kolm isamaa kõnet 1870)
• 19th century L1 Estonian (Eduard Vilde, fic-

tion-book Kurjal teel 1898)
2) For background:

a) 19th century L1 German text (Victor Hehn, didactic 
book Kulturpflanzen und Haustiere in ihrem Übergang 
aus Asien nach Griechenland und Italien sowie in das 
übrige Europa 1883)
b) contemporary L1 Estonian texts (magazines 
Kodu tohter and Eesti Kirik)

One written German text and six written Estonian 
texts, approx. 2000 tokens from each

THE INDICATOR PHENOMENA UNDER STUDY 
1) A Finnic-type phenomenon which differs from 

German: differential object marking (see Ogren 
2015);

2) Complex structures which occur in both languag-
es, but are presumably used to varying degrees: 
verb chains, phrasal verbs, complex sentences; 

3) Presumably German-like word order.

RESULTS
1. Differential object marking
The form variants of object in Estonian are total ob-
ject (in genitive or nominative) and partial object (in 
partitive). Partitive is the common case; under certain 
conditions total object can indicate the perfectivity 
(1) and the partial object the imperfectivity (2) of the 
sentence as a whole.

(1) Mart kaevas augu [GEN]
‘Mart dug a hole’

(2) Mart kaevas auku [PART]
‘Mart was digging a hole’

Learning the factors influencing differential object 
marking was a great challenge for the German writ-
ers. Overuse of total object was typical of the inter-
language of the 17th – 19th century German authors, it 
appears in Luce’s text (3) and continues to an extent in 
Kreutzwald’s 1843 text. On the other hand, the texts 
of Estonian authors indicate the search for object use 
characteristic to Estonian, an attempt to favor partial 
object – occasionally also overusing it (4). In Vilde’s 
text the object use is already close to native Estonian. 
(See figure 1.)

(3) Sepärrast, kui nüüd lapsed piddid lambad [PL.NOM] 
ja elajad [PL.NOM] (pro: lambaid [PL.PART] ja elajaid 
[PL.PART]) hoidma, siis andis wanna Mats iggaühhele 
middagit karjas teha .. (Luce 1807)
‘Therefore, when the children had to watch the sheep 
and animals, old Mats gave everyone something to 
do when shepherding..’

(4) Et kül ka meie päiwil mõnda [PART] asja [PART] (pro: 
mõni [NOM] asi [NOM]) lohhakil leitakse .. (Kreutzwald 
1843)
‘Also in our days some thing is found to be neglected..’

Figure 1. Objects used differently as compared to contemporary 
Estonian (N=393)

2. Complex structures
2.1. Complexity of verb forms
The greater complexity of verb structures is a quantita-
tive characteristic of German-influenced interlanguage 
in written Estonian and in this material its percentage is 
greater than in contemporary Estonian during the peri-
od of the hypothesized amalgam-language. This is rep-
resented by Estonian authors Kreutzwald and Jakob-
son. The proportion of verb chains in Kreutzwald’s 
1861 text is the greatest in this material, constituting 
37% of all indicative verb forms (5). The proportion of 
analytic verb forms in Kreutzwald’s 1861 text is also 
greater than in other Estonian texts. In the German 
text, which contains more grammaticalized predicates 
than Estonian texts, the percentage of analytic forms 
(28%) is also noticeably higher. The language use of 
Vilde, an author of late 19th century, is already similar 
to contemporary. The text of Luce is somewhat similar 
to contemporary with regard to simple forms but con-
tains slightly more analytic forms than contemporary 
texts. Therefore, in the comparison of the percentage 
of simple forms, the most similar to German material 
are the texts of Estonian authors from the 60s and 70s 
of the 19th century. (See figure 2.)

(5) Jah, sedagi tuleb imeks panna [must wonder:TRN 
put:INF], kuda lind igakord oma pesa seesuguse kohta 
oskab [can:3SG] walmistada [make:INF], kust seda 
inimese silm mitte nii hõlpsalt ei [NEG] wõi [can.CNG] 
ülesleida [VP:find:INF]. (Kreutzwald 1861)
‘Yes, it must also be wondered how a bird can always 
make its nest in such a place where the human eye 
cannot find it so easily.’

Figure 2. Percentage of simple and compound forms and verb 
chains in indicative (N=1679)

2.2. Phrasal verbs

The more analytical use is characteristic of German also 
in the case of simple or phrasal verbs. Most phrasal 
verbs in Estonian have been coined on the example 
of German particle verbs (Hasselblatt 1990) while idio-
matic expressions containing verbs include translation 
loans as well (Krikmann 1996). The proportion of simple 
verbs and phrasal verbs shows a situation similar to the 
complexity of verb forms (see figures 2 and 3). Here 
also the proportion of complexity in Luce’s text from 
the end of the interlanguage period is relatively similar 
to contemporary Estonian texts. However, the mid-19th 
century Estonian authors Jakobson, Kreutzwald (5) 
and Vilde (6) show an increase in the percentage of 
phrasal verbs, which remains between 26% and 33% 
and is comparable to German text. This increase in 
complexity can be considered a characteristic feature 
of hypothesized amalgam-language.

(6) „Ole [be.IMP] wait [quiet], ehk ma hukan [exe-
cute:1SG] Su siinsamas ära [VP]!“ hüüdis Pustakow 
hirmsa tooniga. (Vilde 1898)
‘”Be quiet or I will execute you right here!” Pustakow 
shouted with a terrible voice.’

Figure 3. Proportion of simple verbs and phrasal verbs in texts 
(N=1679)

2.3. Complexity of sentences
Complex sentences with a complicated structure are 
characteristic of written German. Figure 4 presents 
the percentage of complex and elementary sentences 
in the texts. Sentences containing clauses, non-finite 
constructions and/or coordinate predicates were con-
sidered complex sentences.

Characteristically to written text, complex sentences 
predominate in all texts. In the 19th century German 
text complex structures constitute 89% of the text, in 
contemporary Estonian texts the percentage is only 
66%. By the early 19th century the interlanguage of the 
Germans had managed to decrease this German-like 
feature, in Luce’s text the rate of complexity is equal 
to that of contemporary texts.  In the texts of the 19th 
century Estonian authors there are significantly more 
complex sentences (7). The complexity slowly starts 
to decrease at the end of the century.

(7) Saab Jumal edespidi wilja põlusi nõnda õnnistama, 
kui wiimsil mööda läinud aastatel, siis tuleb talumehel 
raha koppikaid mitmelt poolt sisse, ja kes ise raiskaja ei 
ole, ja kokku hoidmise kasu tundma saanud: külap se 
peagi nii-palju jõuab korjata, et rentkassa abiga endale 
päris koha wõib muretseda.  (Kreutzwald 1861)
‘Should God bless the fields in the future as in the past 
years the farmer will receive coins from many sourc-
es and who is not wasteful and has learned the use 
of economizing will soon be able to save enough to 
acquire his own place with the help of a loan office.’

Figure 4. Percentage of elementary and complex sentences in 
texts (N = 633)

3. Word order
In a German sentence the finite component of a mul-
ti-word predicate takes up the second position and 
other components are in the end of the sentence. This 
tendency is seen even more widely in written Esto-
nian: non-finite verb forms and verbal particles tend 
to be placed at the end of an independent sentence 
or a main clause. In this study we call the word or-
der of such sentences a frame construction. Figure 
5 shows the ratio of the number of frame constructions 
to the number of all sentences (both elementary and 
complex). Once again, Luce’s indicator is quite close 
to contemporary Estonian, Estonian authors show an 
increase in the use of frame constructions with a slight 
decrease in Vilde’s text.

(8) Ka Ullmanni pikkast kirjast tahan [want:1SG] teile 
mõned kohad ete [VP] panna [put:INF]. (Jakobson 1870)
‘Also from Ullmann’s long letter I want to present to 
you some passages.’

Figure 5. Number of frame constructions per sentence (N=633)

CONCLUSIONS
• In the texts of the Estonian authors in the middle of 

the 19th century, the overuse of the native Estonian 
features in the first group and of the interlanguage 
features in the second and third groups is observed. 
By the end of the 19th century, both types of over-
use occur less frequently.

• The mid-19th century written Estonian can be con-
sidered an amalgam (L3) combining the character-
istics of the earlier interlanguage of German users 
and the emerging L1 written Estonian language of 
culture while being neither.

• The amalgam-language functioned in the socie-
ty as a high status variant (H-variant) of Estonian 
which inherited from the earlier period the prestige 
of the written language created by German bible 
translators.

• Estonian H-variant’s approach to L-variant mainly 
occurs on the basis of the object marking; receding 
of the quantitative characteristics probably contin-
ued beyond the turn of the century.

Figure 6. Features of interlanguage in 19th century Estonian texts

ABBREVIATIONS
1,3 – 1st, 3rd person; CNG – connegative, GEN – genitive, IMP – imper-
ative, INF – infinitive, NOM – nominative, PART – partitive, PL – plural, 
SG – singular, TRN – translative, VP – verbal particle
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